We have investigated the spectra of light-heavy quarkonia with the use of a quantum-chromodynamic potential model which is similar to that used earlier for the heavy quarkonia. An essential feature of our treatment is the inclusion of the one-loop radiative corrections to the quark-antiquark potential, which contribute significantly to the spin-splittings among the quarkonium energy levels. Unlike cc and bb, the potential for a light-heavy system has a complicated dependence on the light and heavy quark masses m and M , and it contains a spin-orbit mixing term. We have obtained excellent results for the observed energy levels of D 0 , D s , B 0 , and B s , and we are able to provide predicted results for many unobserved energy levels.
Introduction
The light-heavy quarkonia D, D s , B, and B s are at present of much experimental and theoretical interest, and their exploration is necessary for our understanding of the strong as well as the electroweak interactions. We shall here investigate the spectra of light-heavy quarkonia with the use of a quantum chromodynamic model similar to the highly successful model used earlier for the heavy quarkonia cc and bb. 1 The complexity of the model is necessarily enhanced for a light-heavy system because the potential has a complicated dependence on the light and heavy quark masses m and M, and it contains a spin-orbit mixing term.
Light-heavy Quarkonium Spectra
Our treatment for the light-heavy quarkonia is similar to that for cc and bb except for the complications arising from the difference in the quark and antiquark masses. * Presented by James M. Johnson Thus, our model is based on the Hamiltonian
where V p and V c are nonsingular quasistatic perturbative and confining potentials. 
Conclusion
We have obtained excellent results for the observed energy levels of D 0 , B 0 , D s , and B s , and provided predicted results for many unobserved energy levels in Table 1 . Although the use of a semirelativistic model may seem questionable for a system containing a light quark, ultimately such an approach should be judged on the basis of its predictions. Additional experimental data on the light-heavy quarkonia should be available in the near future.
We have also used our results to test the accuracy of the heavy quark effective theory. According to Table 1 , the heavy quark expansion with the inclusion of the M −1 and M −1 ln M corrections yields generally good results for the B 0 and B s energy levels. It does not, however, provide equally good results for the energy levels of D 0 and D s , which indicates that the effective theory can be applied more accurately to the b quark than the c quark. We further find that the results for the energy levels in the limit M → ∞ are unacceptable.
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